HAWKESWORTH WIN UP SCORE OF 36 BY CRISP MONT. VERNON TEAM

Two Teens Were Cut by the Medicine Club of this city for Gagging the Winning Streak of the Villagers.

Mr. Vernon, March 2—By the same of 24 to 22, the Hawkesworth basketball five defeated the Cornellers Monday.

Realizing that he was up against a stiff proposition, the Cornellers started their second team against the rest with the hope that first team was stopped against the Hawkesworth in the second half, the score could, at least, be made up. The Hawkesworth came in a strong fight against their faster opponents, but when time was called the score was 24 to 11. In the second half, the score was 15 to 3 in the second period, neither securing any points as were registered in the first.

The star players for Cornell and Iowa, with the number of points opposite their names, are as follows: Cornell, Grigsby 7, Campbell 8, Parker 4, Howard 3. Iowa, Bannister 12, Von Lautzen 7, Dvorak 4, Iredale 4.

HAWKESWORTH TECHNIQUE TO BE HEARD FOR PRESIDENCIES

Sophomore Oratorical Contests in Changed Form on March 28

There are fifteen candidates who have registered themselves as candidates in the freshman oratorical essay, and it will be necessary to hold a preliminary, to determine which candidates shall write the essays. At this time, the candidates will be reduced to eight. At the preliminary essay will be held in the afternoon hour of the day. The order of the candidates will be changed from March 18, and at an unknown hour of the same day, the candidates will be selected from this number.

The date of the oratorical essay has been chosen from March 18 to an unknown hour of the day. After the preliminary essay, the candidates will be judged on their ability to speak effectively. The public is invited to attend the essay.

INFORMAL MUSICAL

Mrs. Anna Miller Bock will give an informal musical evening at 6 o'clock in her studio at the school of music building. The students will consist of members from the music department and Mendelsohn. The public is invited to attend the concert.

Miss Lottie Cole, a former student in the music department, is of the music department, is of the American Society, and will give a last recital at 6 o'clock in her studio at the school of music building. The students will consist of members from the music department and Mendelsohn. The public is invited to attend the concert.

SHOWS DIFFERENCE IN MUSICAL SOUNDS

Professor Dayton C. Miller, who is to speak here, is a student of Professor Dayton.

Professor Dayton C. Miller of the Cornell School of Applied Science, who will deliver the two public lectures on the science of sound at the Science Building on Thursday and Friday evening of this week, has himself a man of music.

As a result of his researches in sound he has discovered a great many facts and principles of importance to writers.

"As to the purpose of music, it is not properly defined above a certain point. It may be produced, but not fully produced. Any voice intensifies the sound 'at' at whatever pitch. Now, if the composer can make the two sounds the same and equalize them, the human voice can and will be able to produce the same effect. The problem is to produce the same effect as the human voice can and will be able to produce.

GEORGE F. FRIZZELL HAS ANSWERS FOR MR. JAMES

Will Give Up Position of Illinois Faculty to Ruby of Daughter of President

Geo. F. Frizzell, the former Illinois who in 1884 was present at the new college, is now in the office of the university, and has been appointed to the position of Ruby of Daughters of President.

"I am going to give up my position as Ruby of Daughters of President, " said Frizzell, "and I am going to take a trip to Europe and see some of the old countries."

"I am going to give up my position as Ruby of Daughters of President, " said Frizzell, "and I am going to take a trip to Europe and see some of the old countries.

REPORTED COMMITTEE HERE INVESTIGATING

Llave in the University is a State That Members of Medical School Who Have Relinquished Their Seats

Chair is made in Physicals over the State That Members of Medical School Who Have Relinquished Their Seats

It is learned from a reliable source that the purpose of the coming of the legislative committee on re-
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FINE CAST FOR "FORTUNE HUNTER"

J OINT SOCIETY PLAY TO BE BIG EVENT ON MARCH 17

MANagers

One of University's Best Arrays of Talent for "Fortune Hunter"—Will Be Given at Englelrt on St. Patrick's Day, March 17.

Announcement of the cast of "The Fortune Hunter," which will be presented by the joint literary societies at the Englebert theatre, on St. Patricks day, March 17, was made this morning by the play managers, following the first month's practice. The cast, although not featuring any certain character, or presenting any special man or woman as stars, offers to the public one of the most evenly-balanced arrays of talent presented in a home talent play of this size. Each character, in the tryouts was chosen, not only for their ability to fit a particular part, but in view of making the play a success as a whole.

In speaking of the play today, Miss Alice Sullivan said: "Different from any number of the home talent plays in the university of late, 'The Fortune Hunter' presents not one man cast, but a cast which is evenly balanced, and in which each member is (Continued on Page Three)

Without an intimate knowledge of your business, success is uncertain. To have your many matters under your thumb at all times is the first business essence. A checking account in the only practical method of keeping track of your finances. The university man or woman depends upon the advice and services of a bank at all times. To demand this service and advice, confidence must be established, and to establish confidence business relationship necessarily proceeds. This bank has long dealt with students therefore we seek financial relationships with the university man and woman.
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Here it Is!

The new Seis creation—Seis Side Lace Boots, that were the sensation when shown for the first time at the recent Chicago Fashion Show.

They have created more favorable comment than any model designed in many seasons.

Fit like a glove, they look perfectly feminine. Every pair will pair with everything. Demand may exceed the supply so urge you to place your order now. Delivery week before Easter. Can be worn with almost any and every creation. They come in black top and the new purply shade.

STOUT's "SEIS ROYAL BLUE" STORE
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Healee for every contribution to the Medicine Man, various, venal or honest the Medicine Man will give you a copy for. A list of contributors will be run in each issue. Help to make a magazine representative of Iowa. Mail all contributions to

The Medicine Man

Johnson County Bank Bldg.
AN ALL-STAR CAST
Comprising the Best Talent from the Joint Literary Societies of the S. U. I. will Present
FORBES-ROBERTSON'S GREAT SUCCESS

The Passing of The Third Floor Back

Coached by NORMA REID HARRISON

ENGLERT THEATRE, WED., MARCH 10

Seats Reserved at Box Office, March 9, 9 a.m. Prices 75c-50c-25c
MAT PRELIMINARIES

(Continued from Page One) will be the last of this week.

The preliminaries for middleweight honors will be staged as scheduled this Thursday afternoon under something approaching tap for the occasion. Coach Cook, Dean Allen and Barber are expecting to try out for this weight. Barber intends to try out for both the middleweight and mid-

Heavyweight classes.
Tripplett, McCallum, Bowles and Shuffle have signified their intentions of putting up a scrap for the middleweight positions. The distribution of scholarships to middleweight students who will register at the Foundation has for one of its major objects the distribution of scholarships to middleweight students. The number of free scholarships have been limited to twelve each year, six in Nebraska and six in the United States. In addition, the Foundation, to give other scholarships as a reward to students who will undertake the educational propaganda of the Foundation. Dr. Leach's special field as a scholar is the period of which he will lead the Mansion of the Vikings. He will speak not only of the discovery of America, but of the expeditions to Russia, Constantinople, and later to the Klondike of the northern countries into some of the most progressive states in the world. The tour will begin on March 5 and on March 6 will include lectures at Augustana College, Rock Island, and at Iowa State University, and go thence to Dakota and Minnesota, and later, to South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Chicago. Dr. Leach will lecture at the University of Minnesota on March 17.

During his visits to Scandinavia, Dr. Leach was very much impressed with the forces—educational and economic—which are molding the northern countries into some of the most progressive states in the world. He will deal with the first of these phases in an address on the Tulsa high schools, which in a few decades have transferred Rural Denmark, and with the second phase in an illustrated lecture on "Kivum and the Lapjes." Leopold has often been called the Knillmore of Sweden; there

THE CHICAGO TEACHERS' AGENCY

The "Clearing House" of the Middle States.

For Teachers and School Officials.

The greatest need of the type-writer user, whatever the purpose for which he intends to use the machine, whatever his preference for one form of construction over another, there is bound to be some typewriter in the great Remington line that will suit his purpose—his every purpose—better than any other machine. It matters not what purpose—whether straight writing or any variety of special work, including writing, adding and subtracting—there is always a Remington-made machine that exactly fits the need. Variety endless, but only one standard of quality—THE BEST.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)
208 FIFTH STREET
DES MOINES - IOWA